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FEATURE ARTICLE

Government

Investigations Of

Healthcare Fraud and

Abuse:  Understanding

the Basics

n recent years, governmental scrutiny

of healthcare providers has

substantially increased.  Since the onset

of governmental regulation and spending in

the 1960s, healthcare costs and expenditures

have consistently risen at a rate higher than

the cost of living.  Healthcare spending

amounts to more than $800 billion annually,

which represents approximately 12 percent

of the gross domestic product.  Medicare

outlays alone totaled more than $219 billion

in 2001.  With healthcare costs constituting

a significant portion of federal outlays,

government interest in controlling these

costs has risen.  As a result, the federal

government has significantly increased its

oversight role in administering government

healthcare expenditures.  These oversight

activities have helped create a widespread

perception in the federal government that

the U.S. healthcare system is rife with fraud

and abuse.  Recent estimates by the General

Accounting Office have stated that as much

as 10 percent of healthcare dollars in the U.S.

is consumed by fraud and abuse in either

billing or practice arrangements of providers.

Depending on the source, this percentage

represents anywhere from $50-$100 billion

in fraud and abuse annually.

In response to what it sees as rampant

fraud and abuse in the healthcare system,

the federal government has shifted

governmental resources to the enforcement

of healthcare laws, particularly those relating

to fraud and abuse.  The U.S. Department of

Justice has made prosecution of healthcare

fraud and abuse one of its high priorities,

second only to violent crime.  The

Department of Justice and the U.S.

Department of Health and Human Services

recently reported that they have collected

approximately $717.5 million and $1.36 billion

from providers and suppliers in fines,

penalties and multiple damages in fiscal years

2000 and 2001, respectively.  In the face of

the terrorist attacks on September 11, 2001,

the Justice Department has been recently

preoccupied with thwarting potential

terrorist activities in the country; however,

the federal government’s concern over

healthcare fraud has not abated.   In April

2002, the General Accounting Office reported

that “[i]dentifying improper payments and

ferreting out fraud in Medicare . . . remains

one of DOJ’s top enforcement priorities.”

And, just weeks ago, on October 22, 2002,

Senator Charles Grassley, ranking member

of the Senate Committee on Finance,

emphasized the need “to make sure the nation

polices healthcare fraud as aggressively as

possible.”  To that end, he announced the

beginning of an outside review to determine

whether changes implemented by the Health

and Human Services Inspector General’s

Office will result in the weaker policing of

healthcare fraud and abuse.

Given the government’s continued

interest in healthcare fraud and abuse,

internal auditors can expect that in the

coming years, billing practices throughout

the healthcare industry may be subject to a

federal investigation.  These investigations

may be initiated by any number of

government agencies working to eliminate

healthcare fraud.  The Department of Justice

and the Department of Health and Human

Services share direction over the Health Care

Fraud and Abuse Control Program, which,

among other things, is designed to (1)

coordinate federal, state and local law

enforcement efforts to control healthcare

fraud and abuse, (2) conduct investigations

and audits of the delivery and payment for

healthcare in the U.S., and (3) facilitate the

enforcement of civil, criminal and

administrative statutes applicable to

healthcare.

By David A. French

This article is the first in a series of three articles that addresses the federal government’s increasing emphasis on healthcare fraud and

abuse, the mechanisms by which the federal government attacks such fraud and abuse, and the steps that may be taken by providers and

suppliers to avoid and prepare for government investigations.
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The Department of Health and Human

Services undertakes its fraud-related

activities through the Office of Inspector

General, which Congress established to

conduct investigations relating to fraud,

waste and abuse in Health and Human

Services’ programs, including Medicare and

Medicaid.  The Office of Inspector General

is authorized to investigate these programs

and is entitled to subpoena the production

of any and all information or records needed

to further its investigations.  Although it is

possible that the Office of Inspector General

will initiate an investigation that will

ultimately lead to criminal action against a

healthcare provider, most investigations

involving criminal conduct will be

undertaken by the Federal Bureau of

Investigation.

The Department of Justice, through its

United States Attorneys’ Offices, also

monitors healthcare fraud.  In fiscal year 2001,

the Department of Justice reported

recoveries of more than $1.2 billion related

to civil healthcare fraud.  (Note:  These

amounts do not include fines related to the

imposition of criminal penalties.  Civil

damages can be recovered through litigation

in courts or administrative actions that result

in the recovery of amounts allegedly

overpaid by the federal government,

together with fines, penalties and other

damages.  Civil actions do not, however,

result in criminal sentences, fines, or other

criminal penalties.)

The Justice Department’s primary tool for

enforcing compliance and cracking down on

fraud is the False Claims Act (discussed

below).  The Justice Department has

systematically used the Act to further several

“national initiatives” (i.e., nationwide

investigations of similarly situated providers

based on an analysis of national claims data).

Endowed with subpoena power, Justice

Department attorneys and lawyers from the

U.S. Attorneys Office may investigate claims

made by providers, bring suits for violations

of the Act against various providers, and

demand payment (including civil penalties,

fines and treble damages) from providers

based on alleged violations of the Act.

Other governmental agencies also have

the ability to investigate healthcare fraud.

For example, the U.S. Comptroller General is

authorized to audit and investigate Medicare

and Medicaid providers and also may

subpoena relevant documents.  A state’s

Attorney General, which usually has its own

audit division, is responsible for enforcing

compliance with the state’s Medicaid plan

and with the state’s Medicaid False Claims

Act, which imposes criminal penalties against

providers who violate the same. In addition,

a state’s Department of Social Services

usually has its own audit powers and may

be authorized to collect Medicaid

overpayments.

The False Claims Act is the primary

weapon in the federal government’s arsenal

of laws to reduce and punish healthcare

fraud.  The False Claims Act provides that

anyone who “knowingly” submits false

claims to the government is civilly liable for

damages up to three times the amount of the

wrongful payment, plus mandatory penalties

anywhere between $5,500 and $11,000 for

each false claim submitted.  (Note:  Criminal

liability can also be imposed under separate

statutory provisions if the government can

satisfy certain heightened proof

requirements.)

The damages suffered by the government

can include the amount of the overpayment

on each claim plus costs incurred in initiating

the investigation.  In the healthcare setting,

where providers are submitting thousands

of claims annually, a provider, supplier, or

other healthcare entity may quickly find itself

subject to millions of dollars in liability.

However, the federal government bears the

burden of proving each element of False

Claims Act liability.  Thus, the federal

government must prove that the entity (1)

knowingly submitted (2) a claim for payment

that was (3) false.  (Note:  Some courts have

also required that the government prove that

it was actually damaged by the defendant’s

alleged conduct.)

As a general matter, to be knowing, the

submission must be made with actual

knowledge or reckless disregard of the truth.

Moreover, to be a claim for payment, the

provider or other entity must make a request

or demand for payment, for which the U.S.

Government is partially responsible.  And,

finally, some courts require that the

government must satisfy the falsity

requirement by showing that the biller

certified compliance with certain rules and

regulations.  Internal auditors should be

aware of these requirements and standards

when evaluating billing claims or practices.

A number of other statutes impose criminal

liability against healthcare providers for

different types of fraud.  Various federal

criminal statutes penalize healthcare

providers for engaging in a conspiracy

against the U.S. or one of its agencies,

making false statements in connection with

healthcare matters, using the mail or any

other means of communication to commit

fraud, and engaging in a pattern of

racketeering activity. Another law passed,

in part, to combat healthcare fraud and abuse

is the Health Insurance Portability and

Accountability Act (HIPAA).  First enacted

in 1996, certain provisions of HIPAA,

specifically Title II, consolidated and

strengthened ongoing efforts to combat

fraud and abuse in health programs and

provided for the creation of the Health Care

Fraud and Abuse Program.  It also expanded

resources for fighting healthcare fraud,

providing the government with $158 million

in fiscal year 2000 and $182 million in fiscal

year 2001, and established new criminal

enforcement provisions.  These provisions

amended the Social Security Act, which

imposes criminal liability for false

representations made in connection with

Medicare or state healthcare programs and

for the acceptance of kickbacks.

Although many of the federal statutes are

targeted directly against fraud in healthcare

billing, other statutes address provider and/

or supplier relationships that may provide

improper incentives to excessively bill the

federal government for healthcare goods and

services.  For example, the anti-kickback

statute prohibits remuneration in return for

referring a patient for medical services that

may be paid for by Medicare or Medicaid, or

purchasing, leasing, or ordering any service

or item that may be paid for by Medicare or

Medicaid.  Under this statute, it is illegal to

pay and to receive such remuneration.  For

example, both a hospital and a physician

would be in violation of the statute if they

executed an agreement whereby the hospital

paid the physician a fee or bonus based on

the physician’s projected ability to admit

many new patients to the hospital.  “Safe

harbor” regulations, however, exempt certain

practices from the anti-kickback laws.  The

federal agencies may investigate

relationships in the healthcare industry to

determine whether illegal kickbacks have

occurred.

Violation of the anti-kickback statute may

also result in civil penalties against the

provider under the Social Security Act.
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Providers also face civil liability under the

False Claims Act (discussed previously) and

various other provisions of the Social

Security Act that permit the Department of

Health and Human Services to assess civil

monetary penalties for various

transgressions, including but not limited to,

the submission of false or misleading

information regarding hospital discharges,

impermissible physician practices, violations

of the “unbundling” provisions, and

violation of “anti-dumping” provisions.

With no immediate signs that the federal

government is easing its efforts to target

healthcare fraud, healthcare providers,

suppliers, and other entities must be prepared

for the increased review of their bills by the

federal government.  Internal auditors for

healthcare entities should expect that the

federal government will review a provider’s

bills not only more closely, but also more

suspiciously.  Internal auditors should not

be surprised if the federal government cries

“fraud and abuse” over matters that appear

to involve simple mistakes or disagreements

over the interpretation of reimbursement

guidelines.  Billing errors previously thought

of as “innocent mistakes” may no longer be

treated as such and may now and in the

future trigger intense investigations that

could lead to the assessment of civil and/or

criminal penalties and fines against the

provider or entities.  As such, internal

auditors should be especially watchful for

such errors when conducting audits and be

prepared to recommend involvement of legal

counsel when appropriate.  !

David A. French is a principal with the

law firm Miller, Canfield, Paddock and

Stone, P.L.C.  He specializes in commercial

and health law litigation, including

administrative and regulatory proceedings

in the health law area, reimbursement and

qui-tam and False Claims Act litigation.

The information contained in this article

is for general guidance only.  The

application and impact of laws can vary

widely based on the specific facts involved.

Given the changing nature of laws, rules

and regulations, the information contained

in this article may not be accurate or may

be subject to change in the future. The

author and publishers of this article are not

herein engaged in rendering legal advice

or providing legal services.  As such, the

information contained in this article should

not be used as a substitute for consultation

with professional legal advisers.  Before

taking any action in connection with a

overnment investigation into potential

health care fraud or abuse or other payment

issues, you should consult an attorney.

Chairman, continued from page 3

This issue of New Perspectives begins

the publication’s 21st year.  From the humble

first issue to today, AHIA has provided the

information and tools needed to get the job

done. This edition continues in the same

vein, under the guidance of a new editor. In

addition, AHIA is augmented by enhanced

sales and marketing efforts of our

management firm.  Throughout the year you

will see and benefit from these changes.

The AHIA motto, Excellence Through

Sharing, was adopted in 1984.  In 2003, the

motto still holds true.  Your association is

here to share the excellent ideas and

knowledge of colleagues from across the

land.  My grandmother used to say that

there are two kinds of people in the world –

those who give and those who won’t.  She

urged me to consider which kind I wanted

to be.  Our association is composed of

professionals who share their wealth of

knowledge and experiences.

A great way to increase your professional

exposure and expertise is to volunteer for a

committee.  The benefits you receive from

sharing your knowledge far exceed the time

and effort required. In this time of changing

expectations, your colleagues need you.

In this time of great opportunity and

change, I challenge you to prepare yourself

and share your excellence with others.

There has never been a better time.  !

Kenneth E. Spence, CFE

2003 Chairman of the Board

AHIA is pleased to
announce a recent
affiliation with
HCPro and the
availability of a new
monthly newsletter -
Health Care Auditing
Strategies.
The AHIA member
subscription rate is
$224 annually ... a
25% discount.

AHIA members recently
received a flyer
announcing this offer
(see above sample).
Health Care Auditing
Strategies is the only
newsletter that focuses
on health care internal
auditing techniques.  Go
to www.ahia.org and
click on the HCPro web
link to start your
subscription today!


